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NEWS BULLETIN
MATTHEW GRATTAN (ChE ‘19) | KAVYA UDUPA (BSE ‘19)
Elections for student council representatives for the
upcoming school year are happening right now. Architecture reps have already been chosen, art reps are being chosen now, and elections for engineering reps open today and
are to last for the next week. The link to vote will be sent
to each student—make sure to vote!
The student body has voted Clara Zinky (Art ‘18),
Julian Mayfield (Art ‘18), and Jacqueline Baum (Art ‘18) as
the top three candidates for Student Trustee. Zinky and
Mayfield each earned 68 votes while Baum trailed by a
small margin with 66 votes. A total of 314 students voted
in the elections. The Board of Trustees will interview each
of the three candidates and ultimately select one for a twoyear term as Student Trustee.
The Cooper Union’s accreditation by the Middle States
Commission on Higher Education will take place in spring
2018. In preparation, Cooper Union will undergo a series of
planning and review activities, according to a campus-wide
email from Acting President Bill Mea. The Cooper Union’s
mission statement (last approved in 2000) must be “reassessed and updated” in order to comply with particular requirements and standards published by Middle States.
On April 9, a team of Cooper civil engineering students
won first place at the 2016 regional Steel Bridge Competition hosted by American Society of Civil Engineers (ASCE)
and the American Institute of Steel Construction (AISC) at

the City College of New York. The students designed a steel
bridge according to strict specifications that emphasized
strength, short build-time and cost. The team was led by
Co-Captains Brian Wong and Nolana Wong, Design Captain Amos Chung, Fabrication Captain Zach Chang, Build
Captain Nina Berlow, and Outreach Manager Miles Barber.
The team hopes to compete in the national competition,
held in Utah, in the end of May.
This week is Sexual Violence Awareness Week.
Organized by RAs Jessica Marshall (EE ‘17) and Stephanie
Restrepo (Arch ‘17) in conjunction with the Office of Residence Life and Student Affairs, the week-long sexual assault awareness campaign aims to increase the visibility of
sexual assault and to break down stigmas. The Clothesline
Project, in the lobby of the NAB, is an installation exhibiting anonymously submitted stories from Cooper students.
Coming Soon: The Cooper Union Library Initiates
Friends Program. Cooper Union alumni have always been
welcome to use, but not borrow, the Library’s books and
materials. Coming soon, the Library will initiate its Friends
of the Cooper Union Library program. For a nominal annual
fee, with a special discount for this year’s graduates, alumni will be able to borrow circulating items. (Please note:
borrowing privileges are valid only at the Cooper Union
Library, not at other libraries associated with Cooper’s
Library Consortium.) Watch for detailed announcements
soon via campuswide email and on the Library website.

Dean of the School of Art, Saskia Bos, plans to resign
her position and move to Europe by June 30. She has spent
over ten years in that position. The announcement comes
as the School of Art is seeking candidates for a full-time
faculty position. Dean Bos wrote in a campus-wide email
that she is “leaving on a high note” now that Cooper Union
is “on the way back to its original mission.” She indicates
that the move will provide her more time to travel, work
on new projects, and reconnect with friends and family.
Dean Bos adds: “Cooper will remain forever in my heart as
a place where talent and critical thinking are the key components of a small and very special student- and facultyfocused community.”
All three student councils are coming together to
reform the Joint Student Council this summer. The JSC
constitution hasn’t been updated since 1998 and is being
edited by a proposed Constitution Committee that will
consist of two representatives from each of the three student councils. The structure and reps that will sit on the
committee have not been decided yet.
The Pioneer’s own Monica Chen (ME ’18) was named
the Grand Champion of this year’s game of Assasins. “Most
kills goes to the generally incompetent and probably just
lucky, Chris Panebianco (ChE ’16).” Meanwhile, Andrey
Kovalev (CE ’16) won second place. ◊

APRIL 19 PRIMARIES, A GUIDE TO
SUCCESS AND HAPPINESS
MICHAEL PASTERNAK (ME ‘17)

Student Trustee candidates at the open forum hosted by The Pioneer on April 4. Within strict time limits,
candidates answered questions about their understanding of the role and their personal stances on free education,
transparency, and governance. Photo by Wentao Zhang (ChE ‘19).

Tomorrow, April 19, are the
New York primaries for the
President of The United
States. Uniquely, this primary could very well decide the Democratic Party’s
nominee alone. On the Republican side, it could make
or break a victory for Donald Trump in terms of giving him a clear mandate as
the nominee or showing a
clear warrant for a contested convention. This may
be the most significant vote
any of us ever cast, in fact.
For that reason, below are
the steps any local Cooper
student will need to take
in order to vote, assuming
they have already registered. Polling will be open
from 9 am to 9 pm, there’s
no excuse not to vote!

To Check Registration
Status you should visit the
voter lookup website and
enter your information.
Once entered, you can follow the link to find the
nearest polling place. If you
are not in their system or
your details are incorrect,
immediately call (212)866-2100 and ask about
your registration status.
You may need to bring an
ID to the polls if there was a
mistake with your registration; it’s best to get ahead
of it by calling them. It’s
important to note that you
can only vote in the primary of the party for which
you are registered. Sanders
and Clinton are Democrats,
Trump, Cruz, and Kasich are
Republicans.

If You Live in the Dorms:
Your polling place is the
NYU alumni hall across
from the dorms, couldn’t
be easier. Please bring your
whole room and have voting parties!
If You Live in Stuy Town:
Your polling place is 451
East 14th Street (Stuyvesant Town IX). Same advice
applies as far as bringing as
many people as possible!
If You Live Elsewhere:
Follow the voter lookup
instructions from the link
above to find your nearest
polling location. ◊

IN SIMPLE TERMS: LIPTON ON ENROLLMENT
PRANAV JONEJA (ME ‘18)
continued from back page
An increase in the number of women applying and being accepted to engineering.
Lipton credits this to the annual Women in Engineering
event that the admissions office puts on, strong initiatives
from student clubs like the Society of Women Engineers
and the fact that the electrical engineering department
hired a female full-time faculty member. “We moved the
needle a little bit, but not to any great degree just yet,” said
Lipton. “It continues to be an area that we clearly need to
do more.”
A drop in the number of applicants to the School of
Art; more engineering applicants than ever before

For the first time, the art school saw fewer applicants than
the engineering school. There was a decrease in the total
number of applicants across all three schools in 2014, but
that bounced back in 2015 due to a vast increase in the
number of engineering applicants. The number of art applicants, meanwhile, has remained low. (Caveat: two years
doesn’t fully make a trend. Look at the charts on reverse).
A drop in the number of engineering applicants who
choose to enroll at Cooper after being offered admission
It used to be that around 65% of engineering applicants
who were offered admission would follow through and
actually enroll. After tuition, it dropped to 52% in 2014
and 45% in 2015. In simple terms, this happened for two
main reasons: first, and most obvious, tuition means an

increased cost of attending; so fewer applicants choose to
enroll. The second reason, according to Lipton, was that
Cooper’s applicant pool has always been at the higher end
of the academic profile. We always have smart students apply. After tuition, the admissions team has been sending
offers to students that have shown even higher levels of
achievement. Lipton puts it this way: “All else equal, if you
admit a student with near perfect scores—well, that person
has many options and offers from other schools and is less
likely to choose you [Cooper].”
This trend has not been observed in the schools of art and
architecture, which both continue to enjoy around 90%
‘yield’ as they always have. ◊
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When charging tuition at Cooper Union became a reality, a fear began to take root in
the community that we were going to dilute
the excellence of our students by charging tuition—a fear that we might now let
in anybody who could pay to attend. The
fears were understandable, and indeed,
there have been perceptible shifts in the
type of student that now enrolls at Cooper Union. Moreover, the fact that tuition
is now charged has drastically changed the
questions on the minds of prospective students as they weigh Cooper against other
schools.
Though only two years have passed since
tuition was first levied, there is now some
concrete basis of fact to begin to understand the enrollment trends. In a recorded
interview with The Pioneer last month,
Dean Mitchell Lipton, Vice President of
Enrollment Services, and Dean John Falls,
Associate Dean of Admissions, explained
some of these trends. The Office of Admissions also submits an annual “Admissions

Summary” report to the Board of Trustees, with enrollment statistics and demographic data. The Admissions Summary for
Fall 2015 was shared with The Pioneer to
supplement this interview.

students with higher income levels tend to
achieve higher scores on the SAT—and Lipton is aware of that. So maybe that means
Cooper Union just has wealthier students
now, not smart ones?

What follows here is a brief overview of
the analyses without any jargon. In simple
terms:

When asked to scrutinize the SAT for its
use in the admissions process, Lipton responded, “it’s only one [indicator], and it’s
not the only indicator we use. Standardized
tests like that SAT are only way to compare students from different schools and
education systems. Two students coming
from two very different educational backgrounds, how do they perform on this one
test on this one day?”.

The academic quality of students has
not changed.
The Admissions Summary report includes
historic data on the quality of incoming
students stretching back 15 years. In the
report, the academic profile consists of
high school average grades and SAT scores.
By the numbers at least, the quality of students has not changed significantly.
In theory, SAT scores are a direct way to
measure aptitude of students. The big caveat, however, is that SAT scores are also
indicators of wealth. Broadly speaking,

Lipton was quick to point out that there
are other indicators, too. The Deans of the
three schools are in the position to comment on the performance of students after
enrolling.
The admissions team is focused on choosing students who are able to survive and
thrive in the intense academic setting at
Cooper. Lipton: “the million-dollar question is how do we find a way to take students that are disadvantaged by a lower socioeconomic level, and so on average have
test scores lower than we’re used to seeing
at Cooper Union, and figure out which of
those students will be successful here?”
Lipton continued by saying that this is the
motivation for having home-tests in the
admissions process for the schools of art
and architecture—and perhaps a home-test
for engineering in the future.
More students from higher income
backgrounds, more students from lower
income backgrounds, and fewer students from the middle.
That’s not to say Cooper is only seeing
high- and low-income students or that the
admissions office is doing this in a targeted
way. The trend is one of stratification: more
movement to the upper and lower ends of
income. This is a result of financial considerations on the minds of students applying
and enrolling at Cooper.
For all students, regardless of income, there
are non-tuition costs of attending school in
New York City. That’s living costs like food,
rent, books and other supplies. It adds up to
$9,000 on the low end and $24,000 on the
high end, per year. Even with a full-tuition
scholarship, it still costs money to come to
Cooper.
Lipton explained how some students with
lower incomes are now in a better position
than before. Right now, they may receive
the full-tuition scholarship from Cooper; other private grants from Cooper and
many are also eligible for Pell grants from
the federal government. These are parts of
the ‘sliding scale’ that makes up financial
aid. Any combination of these can help to
offset the costs, even the non-tuition ones
listed above.
Middle-income students are typically not
eligible for Pell grants. And with only a
half-tuition scholarship, the costs of attending Cooper are even greater.
On the other hand, students with higher
incomes could probably afford to pay higher tuition ($30-50k) elsewhere, but they
choose to come to Cooper instead.
The concerning part is, Lipton said, “What
we’re struggling with now is how do we do
our best to help middle-income students?”
The people in the middle will go to college somewhere, but right now, that’s more
likely to be somewhere other than Cooper.
Particularly for middle class New Yorkers,
the option of attending state schools like
SUNY and CUNY is now more affordable.
Again, that’s not to say there are no middleincome students at Cooper—just that the
choice of enrolling at Cooper is tougher for
them right now.

In general terms, Cooper will remain less
attractive to middle income students for
the foreseeable future. Lipton said, “The
Office of Development has been trying to
make more money available for financial
aid. Until that happens, the concerns about
making it easier for middle-income students will remain.”
Attracting students to apply is more difficult now. Cooper is expending more effort to attract students from outside the
New York area.
“When I first came here 20 years ago, there
were no tours for prospective students.
There was just an open house once a year in
the fall. So I asked, what happens if you’re
not able to come to that event?” That’s to
say the sentiment in the past was “we’re
really good at what we, people want to be
here. They’ll find a way to look at us, find a
way to apply and find a way to come here”—
even if the school does little to make itself
accessible and known to prospective students.
In the spring of 2013, when the Board decided to charge tuition, it obviously damaged Cooper’s attractiveness to prospective
students. This was no surprise however.
Lipton: “We knew that there was no way
we were going to just survive on our contacts in the local area.” In the past, Cooper
has consistently accepted students from
magnet schools in the New York area like
Stuyvesant High School, Bronx High School
of Science and Brooklyn Technical High
School, and others outside New York like
New World School of the Arts, Design and
Architecture High School and Interlochen
Arts Academy. But enrollment from these
high schools will not drastically increase to
make up for Cooper’s reduced attractiveness now.
In other words, it was immediately obvious that Cooper would have to spend more
energy to actively attract applicants. “We
can’t just sit back and say ‘we’re still this
great school and people are going to find
us on their own.’ We have to be more aggressive about seeking out applicants.” And
further, in Lipton’s opinion, “we need to do
that in a way that maintains our integrity
and identity. It doesn’t mean we should sell
out and do things that are cheesy.”
So where is the Office of Admissions looking outside of New York? There have been
trips to Texas, Florida, California, and Lipton confirmed that there were international trips to China and India, too. Lipton:
“Yes, we visited schools in China to try and
find students who would be interested and
appropriate for Cooper. We’ve had some really strong students from Beijing No. 4 High
School, for example.”
But, why were these places picked in particular? The short answer is that these efforts
are limited by cost. “We might go for a week
and try to visit 15-20 high schools so that
we can meet as many students as we can.”
The shortlist is made through Cooper’s
membership in a network called World
Leading Schools Association. Through this
network, Cooper finds high schools that
have exchange programs with American
universities, and so by Lipton’s argument,
are places that his team can potentially
find students who will fit in and do well at
Cooper.
Beyond that though, the Cooper community has a perception that international
students perhaps have more money and so
are being admitted in greater numbers.
When asked to reconcile with this perception, Lipton responded, “My main goal was
not that we can find students there that can
pay. My main goal was making sure we have
a large pool of quality applicants.”
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